Abstract -The covariance operator of a signal-plus-noise 0bserva:ion for a 2-parameter random field is factorized as products of Volterra type operators. As a result of this factorization we can express the determinant of this operator in terms of the system parameters. This determinant appears in the likelihood ratio that plays a significant role in identification and detection problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
ONSIDER a 2-parameter random field ( X , ) on some C compact set 3 in R2. Let {q} be the observation process of this field. For purposes of identification and signal detection, we are interested in determining the likelihood ratio of the model, which is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the measure induced by the observation process with respect to the standard Gaussian measure. In 171, Shepp gives an expression for the likelihood ratio in the l-parameter case. This formula of Shepp involves the determinant term d e t ( I + R ) of the covariance operator of the observation process. In practice, however, this term is not readily computable.
For 1-parameter two-point boundary value process models, Bagchi and Westdijk [31 succeeded in expressing this determinant in terms of the system parameters. The key was to use Krein factorization, which has already been applied earlier for this purpose in the Markov case [4] . In this paper we give an explicit Krein factorization formula for the operator ( I + R ) in the 2-parameter case when 9 is a rectangle. It turns out that we can factorize the operator in this case into a product of four "Volterra" type operators. An extension of our result to the multiparameter case is straightforward. For an abstract of this type of factorization, see Bromley and Kallianpur [6] . The likelihood ratio for the Gaussian signal-plus-noise model is derived next. The expression is very similar to that obtained by Shepp [7] in the I-parameter case. The determinant term in the likelihood ratio may be expressed in the system parameters using the Krein factorization of ( I + RI.
In the 2-parameter situation, Wong and Zakai [81 gave an expression for the likelihood ratio using the 2-parameter Brownian motion model for the observation. This formula has to be modified in practice by a correction term when using real data. This is due to the fact that the observation noise can never be a true 2-parameter Brownian motion (in the integrated form). Using a direct white noise model for the observation noise, Bagchi [l] derived an expression for the likelihood ratio which differed from the Wong-Zakai formula. In analogy with the 1-parameter case, it may be inferred that this difference is precisely the correction term previously menlioned. The determinant term calculated in the present paper may give new possibilities for expressing the correction term. We do not pursue this point any further in this paper.
KREIN FACTORIZATION FOR 2-PARAMETER COVARIANCE OPERATORS
We first consider a 1-parameter stochastic process 
where tr denotes the trace of an operator aind tr denotes the trace of a matrix. Our purpose is to extend this result to the 2-parameter case when the domain 9 is a rectangle. Then we obtain the following factorization. 
0018-9448/91/0100-0053$01.00 0 1991 IEEE __ -p ( t , s) is a continuous kernel, which will be derived in the proof.
Proof: The proof depends on the following three lemmas. and
. , s) / I z = 0.
by the continuity of g ( q ; t , s) in t . Hence g ( q ; t , s) is contin-
Lemmu 
2.1: The integral equation f i ( 4 ;~l s ) + / 4 / r ' , . ( [ . z ) R ( 4 ; Z l s )~Z =~(~~s )
+ A r, I II -[/ 4) -4 . 3 z) g ( 4 + A ; z, s) dZiz/All'.
Since r ( t , s ) and g ( q ; t , s ) are continuous in all the arguments and [O, T 2 ] is bounded, we obtain
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Proof: Let R,: R + </Yi " be defined by R , f ( t ) = / ( ; / j ( ; -r ( t , s ) f ( s ) d s .
Then (2.6) can be rewritten as ( I + R,)g(q;.,s)(t) = r ( t , s ) . Since R , is in fact the covariance 
= r ( t , s 1 ) -r ( t , s 2 )
Hence.
(I+R<,)( g ( q ; * > S I ) -g ( q ; . , s , ) ) ( t ) = r ( l , S I ) -r ( t , s , ) .
Comparing ( Furthermore, this solution h ( q ; t , s) is continuous in ( t , s ) on 9 X 9 and is continuously differentiable in q in [O,T,] . In fact, h(q; t , s) satisfies the implicit equation
Proofi The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 2.1. We give here a brief outline of the proof. Define Fll,sl: L;( U ) --f L; ( 8) as
SI

Then
~E U ( F~/ , ,~) and ( I -F l / , , l ) h ( q ; t , s ) = -I ( t , s )
has a unique solution. Continuity of h(q, t , s) With P I and P, defined in (2.5) we derive log(det ( I + R ) ) = -t r ( P I + P, + P t + P;)
with continuous kernel k ( t , s ) . Then K", n > 1 is nuclear L and t r K " = O n > l .
It is easily seen that
K"f ( t ) = / " / " k I l ( t , s ) f ( s) ds, = j y 7 Z k ( t , s ) f ( s) ds,
where 
k , ( t , s ) = k ( t , s ) h ( t , ; t , s ) -j " 1 / T Z h ( z 2 ; t , z ) h ( z 2 ;
2,s) d z , if s2 I t 2 h ( s2 ; t , s ) -['1[T2~i( z 2 ; t , z ) h ( z 2 ; z , s ) d z , if s2 > t 2 .( I -L T ) -' = (( I -L , ) -I ) * = ( I -P t
) ( I -P?).
This leads to the result.
Using Theorem 2.1, we obtain the following expression the determinant of the operator ( I + R). 
( I -[ A ) -' (resp. I + [ B ( [ ) = ( I -[ B ) -' ) . Then t r ( A ( 5 ) -B ( 0 )
= t r ( ( I --B ) ( I -5 A ) -1 ) -' ( A -B ) ( I -S A ) -2
i f i = 1 t r B ' = t r K ' = Hence = -t r ( K + K * ) = -t r ( P , + P , -P , P , + P : : + P : -P ; " P : ) .
Here, P,P, + PyP,* is nuclear with kernel Lemma 2.4 implies that t r P 2 P l + PyPT = /./ t r p ( t , t ) d t = 0. Therefore, t r ( K + K * ) = t r ( P , + P 2 + P;" + P?) = j9tr h( r , ; 1 , t ) dt .
Finally, using (2.11) we obtain log(det ( I + R ) ) = j ' t r ( A ( [ ) -B ( 5 ) ) d5   0 
THE LIKELIHOOD FUNCTIONAL
In detection and identification problems, one is interested in obtaining an expression for the likelihood ratio of the observation process with respect to the noise process. The usual way to proceed is to integrate the observation equation and work with the 2-parameter Brownian motion model. Since we are working with Gaussian models, one can as well directly use the observation equation with {n,} standard Gaussian 2-parameter white noise. The only problem is that white noise does not induce a countably additive measure on any appropriate function space. The way out is to work with cylindrical measures on 2 = L ; ( g ) .
For details on the Radon-Nikodym derivative and the associated likelihood ratio, see Bagchi [ l ] . We mention only some facts of direct relevance next.
Let p G be the canonical Gaussian measure on cylinder sets of 2 defined by means of the characteristic function If { f(Pk(q))} is Cauchy in probability, then C ( h ) = lim C,(h), h E R, where C,(h) = E exp i[ f ( P k q , h ] defines a countably additive probability measure on R. If C ( . ) is independent of the choice of sequence (Pk}, then we say that f is a physical random variable (p.r.v.). If f is a p.r.v., then it induces a countably additive probability measure on R.
A cylindrical measure p on 2 is absolutely continuous w.r.t. p G if, for any E > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such that for any cylinder set A in 3, p J A ) < 6 implies p ( A ) < E .
Suppose f : 3 4 R is a p.r.v. such that for any sequence of projections PA + I strongly,
uniformly. We then call f the Radon-Nikodym derivative of p w.r.t. p G and we denote f = d p / d p c ; .
In the 1-parameter Gaussian case the likelihood ratio for the integrated Brownian motion model is given by Shepp [71.
The white noise version of this formula is given by LF(Y+EY)=dpY/dp,(Y+EY) Here we show that the same formula holds for 2-parameter random fields. Further, using Theorem 2.2, we can express the determinant term appearing in formula (3.21, in terms of the system parameters. The work in an extension of the result of Bagchi an Westdijk [3] for 1-parameter boundary value processes. For similar formula in the case of elliptic stochastic system models, see Bagchi an Aihara [2] .
Consider the 2-parameter random field as introduced in Section 11, with covariance operator R having continuous 
111: h ( t , s) = C;yI&,(t)q5T(s) is the kernel of H .
IV: E,;(Y,
-E,;( r, -Er,)( r, -EY,)T = 4 ; ( j $ t ) ( Y f -E Y t ) d t ) ( / , 4 ; ( s ) ( Y , 1 -EY,.)ds = / < j , 49 t 1 E, ( Y, -E Y, 1 ( y, -EY, 1 T4, ( s ) 1 ./ 1 E,((Yt -EY,)(y, --VAT) = r
y ( t 3 s )
This proves V. VI follows immediately from V. for the given cylinder set A , a n d henceforall A in thealgebraofcylindersetsin X .
Furthermore, LF(Y is easily shown to be a physical random variable. This establishes Part I). 
Note that
H = R ( I + R ) -l = I -( I + R ) -l = I -(~-~' : ) (~-~)
= L + L
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we derived a factorization of the covariance operator ( I + R ) for the observation process of a 2-parameter random field. This result can be applied to express the determinant term appearing in Shepp's expression for the likelihood ratio in terms of the system parameters. This means that in practice, one of the problems in computing the likelihood ratio for random fields i s solved. Extensions to the multiparameter case are straightforward. The expression of the determinant of ( I + R ) in terms of the system parameters may also be used to reexpress the Wong-Zakai correction term. The application of our results to specific 2-parameter system models is being investigated at present.
